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TRILOGY ESSENTIAL INGREDIENTS, INC. FAST FACTS

1,000+ FLAVORS 
AVAILABLE IN 
SAMPLE LIBRARY

100,000 SQFT 
PRODUCTION 
FACILITY

100+ ORGANIC
FLAVORS

4 GENERATIONS
OF EXPERTISE EST. 2007 OFFICES IN 5 

COUNTRIES

LOW TO 0 
MICROBIOLOGICAL 
CONCERNS

25+ OLEORESIN 
PRODUCTS 
100+ SPICE
ALTERNATIVE BLENDS

Don’t see what you’re looking for? We have thousands more! For inquires, please contact your sales 
representative or email us at info@trilogyei.com.  Visit our website to easily search our Sample Library and 
quickly request samples.

PALATANTS FOR PET FOOD
Are you searching for a signature palatant for your pet food? Our R&D team has a passion for custom 
palatant development, a Trilogy specialty that helps our partners meet their specific palatant needs and 
their consumers’ companions’ changing palatant preferences.
Developing a palatant is only the beginning of our process. Trilogy is a one-stop-shop for total product 
development. Our team of flavor chemists work alongside our customers from idea to production to ensure 
a seamless integration of the optimal flavor delivery system.
Trilogy meets the call of the wild with savory palatants that help dry, wet, and canned pet food products 
get a “paws up” from companion animals. Trilogy helps manufacturers produce pet foods that animals 
enjoy-thanks to high-quality pet food flavorings that enhance palatability. We also produce a line of 
oleoresin-based antimicrobials and antioxidants that inhibit or kill microorganisms, extend shelf life, and 
maintain better animal health.

OUR PAL TESTED PALATANTS FOR PET FOOD INCLUDE
(804502) GRILLED SIRLOIN, NATURAL FLAVOR BLEND

(804128) PEPPERONI LIQUID SPICE BLEND 

(804495) NATURAL BACON BLEND (OIL SOLUBLE)

(815401) NATURAL HERB ROASTED CHICKEN BLEND (OIL SOLUBLE)

(804496) NATURAL ROAST BEEF, PAN DRIPPINGS BLEND (OIL SOLUBLE)

(80235) ROASTED PORK TYPE, NATURAL & ARTIFICIAL (GMO FREE) (OIL SOLUBLE)

https://trilogyei.com/capabilities/sample-library/
http://www.trilogyei.com

